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 In the article literary data and data of own supervision on one of actual 

problems of modern dermatology- lichen ruber planus (LRP) of a 

mucous membrane of oral cavity (MMOC) are cited. Lesion of the 

mucous membranes is a characteristic feature LRP and is one of the 

most frequent manifestations of dermatoses, and may be related carried 

to “great” attributes which is of important diagnostic value. According to 

supervision of the authors, lesion of the mucous membrane was marked 

in 69 (32,2%) of patients with LRP. The authors registered a significant 

variety of clinical forms and variants of LRP course of the mucous 

membranes. As it is known, skin and mucous membranes are the basic 

organs where numerous pathomorphologic pathological manifestations 

of LRP are developed. But existence of both endo and exogenous 

mechanisms, influence on intertissue and interorgan immune relations, 

homeostasis, and metabolic processes this cannot but affect clinical 

polymorphism of skin lesions and those of mucous membrane of the oral 

cavity in LRP. To the authors’ opinion, hereafter it would be perspective 

to detail and clear up what factors of LRP and in what way affect skin 

lesions and those of mucous membranes, as well as under what 

conditions they are realized. 
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1. Introduction 

Among many diseases of a human being, lesions of the skin probably are the most prevalent ones and 

occupy a special place. By the influence of life’s quality, capacity to work, communicative functions and 

social adaptation, manifestative dermatosis play an important role. Clinical manifestations of these diseases 

create cosmetic defects of the skin, its appendages and visible mucous membranes in the form of easily 

defined rash. The most often popular is accompanied by unpleasant subjective sensation, often by acute and 

chronic itching, marked psychasthenia and other complications. Among such manifestative diseases lichen 

ruber planus (LRP) - a multifactor disease with various forms of the course and great clinical variability 

occupies a special place, being difficult for diagnosis and treatment programs, directed at achieving clinical 

well-being and stable remission. At the same time it should be mentioned that in the number of cases, 

treatment of patients with LRP requires prolonged period of time. It is a well-known tendency on somewhat 

forced reduction of inpatient treatment terms to reduce temporal incapacitation and bed rotation.  
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2. Materials and Methods 

Under our own observation there were 325 patients with various forms of lichen ruber planus (LRP).  

 

3. Results 

So, by the data of our own observations, lesions of MMOC are of quite often occurrence in LRP patients. 

We have registered a great variety of clinical forms and variants of LRP in MMOC, this may testify to 

possibility of multi-factorial or independent character of the disease or syndrome as diverse lichenoid skin 

reaction and that of mucous membranes to different exo- and endogenous irritants. As is well-known, skin 

and MMOC are the main organs where numerous patho-morphologic pathologic manifestations in LRP 

develop. But existence of many both exo- and endogenous mechanisms effect on disorders of intertissue 

and interorgan immune relations, homeostasis, metabolic processes, this cannot but affect clinical 

polymorphism of skin lesions and those of mucous membrane of the oral cavity in LRP. At present, in the 

literature sources contradictory data on MMOC lesions in LRP are available. Consequently, to our opinion, 

hereafter it would be perspective to detail and clear up what factors of LRP and in what way affect skin 

lesions and those of mucous membranes, as well as under what conditions they are realized. 
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